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ast Asia and the Western Pacific (WestPac) are undergoing what amounts to
a strategic revolution because of the transition of the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) from the wheelbarrow age into an age where they are becoming a
modernized superpower. China intends to change its security architecture—traditionally having been a land power, Beijing is now building a major Navy—and
other major maritime powers should consider it a strategic warning. China also intends to establish itself as the dominant military power in the region. While Beijing’s current posture on totally excluding the United States is at least somewhat
ambiguous,1 the Chinese would undoubtedly like our military presence there to
cease and to reconstitute what amounts to a Chinese empire in the region.2 As
with the Russians and various other non-Western countries, the Chinese objection
to past Western and Japanese imperialism was not that it was imperialism but that
such imperialism was at their expense. Beijing does not have an objection to imperialism if China is the imperial power. Meanwhile, the United States does not intend to leave, and as a rule, the rest of the region wants the United States to remain as a counterweight to China. Therein hangs a tale.

The Danger of War
Unfortunately, several scenarios for the start of a WestPac war have at least some
measure of plausibility. First, the possibility exists for parallel or competitive interventions in North Korea in the event of a war or a collapse in North Korea.3 An
example of a parallel intervention would be North Korea starting a war, with the
United States and China having somehow agreed on the need for regime change in
North Korea. Both the United States and China are intervening, but the interventions are not necessarily hostile to each other and may even be coordinated. A
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competitive intervention example would be the 1950–53 Korean War, where the
Chinese were intervening to support the North Koreans.
A second scenario involves a theoretical Chinese attempt to annex Taiwan forcibly, with Taiwan moving toward official independence or if Taiwan continuing to
refuse annexation.4 Both the Chinese and the Taiwanese consider the functional
independence of Taiwan to be an existential conflict where an ultimate compromise is impossible.5 Beijing has said the PRC will not tolerate the current situation
indefinitely, and in 2013, the Taiwanese ministry of defense reported that China
had a plan to invade Taiwan by 2020.6 Beijing, not surprisingly, denies the veracity
of that report. More recently, China has threatened to invade if a US Navy ship
visits Taiwan.7
The third possibility involves an accident (or skirmish) in the South China Sea
(SCS) that escalates—especially under pressure of public opinion—in China.8
This could happen if Beijing attempts to enforce its interpretation of international
law, such as not allowing foreign military operations in its exclusive economic zone
without its permission. The most extreme variant would be Chinese declaration
that the SCS, or most of it, is Chinese internal waters and subsequently attempt to
prevent any American operations there by force. Beijing sometimes defines the waters inside the First Island Chain (FIC)—the Japanese archipelago, the Ryukyus,
Taiwan, and the Philippines—as China’s “Blue Territories,” and Chinese policies
are intended to define these waters as Chinese territory eventually.9 Furthermore,
Pres. Xi Jinping claims that reclamation of SCS islands is one of his greatest accomplishments.10 Therefore, he may take more of a proprietary interest in what
happens there—with greater sensitivity to events and especially affronts—than one
might otherwise expect.
A fourth situation deals with war resulting from a third party’s action. One of
the more likely of these would be a Sino-Japanese skirmish over the Senkaku Islands that escalates.11
Yet a fifth scenario involves war developing from an economic crisis. As the
Trump administration moves against the massive Chinese trade surplus with the
United States and what is widely considered predatory Chinese practices—such as
Beijing’s theft of intellectual property—the United States and the PRC may well
be in the opening phases of a trade war.12 While that one factor may not cause a
war, it can be expected to strain relations. Furthermore, some major Chinese banks
are continuing to work with North Korea, and American sanctions against those
banks might cause a major economic crisis for China and the rest of the world.13
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Further poisoning the well is widespread Chinese suspicion that Trump’s recent
moves are part of an overall effort to strategically contain and block the rise of
China.14
However, overshadowing these scenarios are what might be considered three systemic factors. First, among these is the consolidation of power by President Xi.
The days when China had a degree of collective leadership—with at least some potential for diversity of views and checks on rash actions—are ending. The PRC’s
leadership now answers to Xi.15 Politburo members will now be evaluated yearly
on their performance and “loyalty to the Party,” which will undoubtedly be interpreted as loyalty to Xi.16 Since he is now China’s supreme leader, Xi is in a position
to decide policy largely on his authority.
Second, an additional potential source of danger may be what some suggest is a
quirk of Chinese strategic culture that believes that a sudden, sharp attack on an
enemy will coerce that enemy to deal with China on the terms Beijing sets.17 The
most extreme case of this would be the Chinese leadership believing it could decisively solve major problems through military force. With any luck, the Chinese
will notice these tactics have not worked well for them in the past: i.e., the border
war with India in 1962. Also, they should remember that the United States has a
term for such an attack—a Pearl Harbor attack—and a track record for responses
to such attacks.
Finally, there is the question of the Thucydides Trap, described by Graham Allison as the conflict between an existing hegemon (the United States) and an aspiring one (China).18 Beijing expects current favorable trends to continue and ultimately to preside over a unipolar world with itself as the dominant power.19 In
particular, the PRC sees its efforts to revise the current WestPac regional order by
means just short of war as successful. Would the PRC change its strategy and tactics if its current “salami slicing” stopped working? Alternatively, might China’s
contempt for or annoyance at America—and the regional or world order America
supports—cause China to accelerate the process or upend the system by force? It
seems unlikely now, but in 1931 few would have foreseen Japan’s air and naval
blitzkrieg of 1941–42. In any case, China would undoubtedly perceive the balance
of interest—and therefore will—in a crisis as strongly favorable to its side.
With hope, the Chinese will not take the enormous risks and inevitable costs of
such a dangerous policy. The United States can be expected to treat China as a systemic and existential threat whatever the aftermath, to repudiate its debt to China
as part of the war, and to deny China access to the US market—among other punWinter 2018 | 87
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ishments. Unfortunately, the bottom line is that one cannot rule out the possibility
of a great power war in the WestPac. Furthermore, it may be a war that the United
States and its allies could conceivably lose.

The Military Situation in the Western Pacific
If a major war should break out in the foreseeable future, it is all too likely to
have many parallels to the opening stages of World War II in the Pacific, with the
Chinese in the position of the Japanese. The major differences will be that, unlike
the Japanese, the Chinese will have neither a massive surface naval superiority over
Beijing’s antagonists nor the ability or desire to overrun and occupy major territories of its enemies, including Taiwan.20
Whatever their war aims, the PRC can be expected, like imperial Japan in
World War II, to aim to avoid a long war by rapidly presenting its enemies with a
fait accompli. Beijing’s expectation (or hope) is that the United States will be unwilling or unable to undertake the effort and expense of fighting its way back into
WestPac, or, failing that, China will be able to prevent the United States from doing so.
Due to geography and the ongoing Chinese military buildup, the United
States will not be able to count on its historic advantages of air, naval, and technological superiority. Instead, the United States is all too likely to be facing not only
a peer competitor but also what may be a more-than-peer competitor. This competition will have a massive impact at all levels of war.
US leaders must expect the Chinese will have the strategic, operational, and tactical initiative at the opening of the war, and the United States will be reacting.
Washington may be surprised and likely reluctant to believe that war is imminent.
Militarily, this means that the US administration cannot expect to be permitted to
amass overwhelming power as was the case during Desert Shield, and US leaders
must expect to fight a war with little preparation. Depending on the circumstances, such as American involvement in major military action in another part of
the world, the US military may not have overwhelming power in stockpile.
Depending on the circumstances, some or all of our allies may choose not to
join the fight. This decision may be true even if a clear case of Chinese aggression
triggers the war, unless allies are directly attacked. This may be due partially to the
great distance from the relevant crisis. The southern tip of the Republic of Korea
(ROK) mainland is more than 800 miles from northern Taiwan. Other factors include the perception that it is not a matter of concern to America’s allies, intimida88 | Journal of Indo-Pacific Affairs
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tion by China, and the possibility of Chinese bribes or concessions to the leaders
of US allies.
Due to the geographic proximity of the PRC, Beijing will likely outmatch us in
combat power, especially in aircraft, throughout the war. This is especially likely to
be the case at the beginning of the war. The Chinese have the option of exploiting
their internal lines of communications to concentrate their military power on areas
adjacent to the planned theater of operations, possibly under cover of exercises.
Meanwhile, American military power is deployed worldwide and will need time to
plan logistically to relocate to the WestPac to reinforce.
We must expect to be operating against an increasingly mature Chinese precision-strike system.21 In particular, American and allied bases in the WestPac (and
possibly the rest of the Pacific) will not be sanctuaries. For the foreseeable future,
the American and allied ability to deter and defeat a Chinese air-and-missile attack
against our bases by China’s steadily improving military is increasingly uncertain.
As the Chinese increasingly integrate intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
systems with precision-guided munitions, it will be a challenge for the United
States and its allies to defeat China.22 US leaders must expect China to attempt to
neutralize hostile forward bases and forward naval units in the FIC immediately.
This will be accomplished by using a combination of ballistic and cruise missile
and air attacks against forward bases and ships—possibly far from the Asian mainland, including areas such as Guam and the Marianas. Such an attack will have
two major aims:
•

To establish and maintain air supremacy over the targeted areas of the FIC, and

•

To establish sea control within at least the FIC.

Additionally, Chinese forces will seek to convert those waters into a bastion by
disarming and dominating the FIC, in particular, Taiwan, and making it too dangerous for American and allied surface ships to operate on the waters between the
FIC and the Chinese mainland. This control will be combined with and reinforced
by what might be called “hemispheric denial.” Using land-based tactical missiles
and long-range aircraft with cruise missiles, probably supplemented by People’s
Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) surface ships and submarines to control access to
the WestPac theater.
Planners can expect Beijing to supplement and reinforce these attacks with
swarm attacks, using mini unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) on friendly air bases
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throughout the Pacific.23 The intention is to disrupt the movement of replacement
equipment and reinforcements. US leaders must also expect such attacks against
military facilities in the United States that support US Indo-Pacific Command
(INDOPACOM), although the UASs used in rear areas may be unarmed to minimize the chance of escalation.24 In a war where the United States is fighting to restore the prewar geopolitical status quo while avoiding escalation to a larger war,
the United States, as in the Korean and Vietnam Wars, may not have a choice except to permit the enemy at least a partial geographic sanctuary. Otherwise, US
forces may not be allowed to attack some categories of targets. This result could be
due to a variety of factors. The People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force controls
China’s conventional tactical missiles and its strategic nuclear missiles.25 If conventional missiles use the same facilities or deployment sites in China as nuclear systems, attacking those facilities is potentially escalatory. In particular, attacking
command-and-control targets, especially systematic attacks on the Chinese national command structure, would carry grave risks of escalation to an even larger,
perhaps nuclear, war. This situation means Beijing is likely to think it may have escalation dominance.

Figure 1. A USAF B-52H Stratofortress bomber is refueled over the Pacific Ocean during a routine training mission. This mission was flown in
support of US Indo-Pacific Command’s Continuous Bomber Presence operations, which are a key component to improving combined and joint service
interoperability. (Photo by Airman 1st Class Gerald Willis)
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Escalation will not be a permissive environment. US planners must assume that
Beijing will contest everything US forces attempt. The PRC will strive to keep
American bases suppressed with follow-up air-and-missile attacks. There may be a
limited number of access points for American entry, and US leaders must presume
that these will be serious targets and expect the mining of seaports and naval bases,
including American bases. 26 Planners should assume US logistics ships to be highpriority targets.27 Reinforcement and resupply efforts must anticipate attacks en
route, and personnel may have to fight their way back to the base. US leadership
must presume that the Chinese will make a comprehensive attempt to disrupt our
command, control, communications, computer, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR), using a combination of kinetic, directed energy, special operations, and cyberattacks. In particular, the Chinese consider US space systems to
be key to our center of gravity. US leaders should anticipate that attacks against
our satellites by antisatellite systems, of which the Chinese have several potential
systems, will occur. Planners should also suppose missile-and-air attacks against
our airborne intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems and jamming of our communication satellites and systems, GPS, and radars.28 Another
likelihood is the breaking of the oceanic cables linking the region to the rest of the
world. Beyond targeting C4ISR, US leaders should presume attacks, especially cyberattacks, against a wide variety of other targets. In Taiwan, planners should expect comprehensive attacks against all portions of the military, the government,
and the economy, especially its infrastructure. Attacks against the United States
and other allied states might be more selective, at least at first, concentrating especially against weapons, combat support, and combat service-support systems.29
Chinese forces may even be able to hack into and attack components of our systems.30 However, they may not immediately make massive and indiscriminate attacks against American infrastructure, since they believe Chinese infrastructure to
be equally vulnerable.31 This fear means that a degree of mutual deterrence may
exist, at least in the beginning. Also, the United States has reserved the right to retaliate with nuclear weapons against major conventional attacks, including cyberattacks against American infrastructure.32
American military readiness may be in short supply as a result of wars and conflicts in recent decades. Detracting from readiness is the fact we will not have the
cushion of supplies that US forces had available in Operations Desert Shield and
Desert Storm or Operation Iraqi Freedom. Further, once US forces use up their
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stockpiles of munitions, they may not have the industrial capability to replace
them quickly or in the massive amounts needed for a war with China.33
US planners should expect comprehensive adversarial information and disinformation campaigns, attempting to create and exploit any political discord from the
war while countering our information efforts against China. Likewise, the United
States cannot assume friendly ISR supremacy. As mentioned, US leaders must assume the Chinese will do everything possible to degrade friendly ISR systems.
Meanwhile, the Chinese have built or are building a variety of systems, which
planners must expect to be available for military use. When these systems’ data is
integrated (likely an early priority for application of artificial intelligence), they
will be able to provide resilient coverage of the Chinese mainland and the bordering seas. These systems include:
•

Satellites. The Chinese have developed and are rapidly deploying constellations of dual-use and military satellite reconnaissance systems. Of special
interest, the Yaogan (“China remote-sensing satellite”) satellites, with electro-optical imagery reconnaissance satellites and synthetic aperture, are radar
satellite systems that rely on data downlinking, not film return.34 Recently,
Beijing has started deploying military electronic intelligence satellite systems.35 Many Yaogan satellites are reported to be such electronic intelligence
satellites, intended to track and locate foreign warships by their optical and
electronic signatures.36 In addition, the PRC is starting to deploy a series of
nominally civilian satellites—under the Chinese Academy of Sciences—to
maintain a real-time watch on the SCS. Beijing has announced its intention to
launch large constellations of optical microsatellites.37

•

Unmanned air systems. The Chinese are making an extensive effort in ISR
UASs. These include at least two reported clones of the American high-altitude, long-endurance Global Hawk—the Divine Eagle and the Xianglong/
Soaring Dragon—both of which have entered production.38 In addition, a large
unmanned airship and several systems for the medium-altitude, long-endurance (MALE) UAV role are in production.39 The most-widely reported MALE
systems are the Yilong/Wing-loong and the BZK-005, roughly similar to or
maybe larger than the American Predator,40 and the CH-5, which is roughly
equivalent to the American Reaper.41 The MALE systems, like their American
counterparts, can also carry bombs and missiles.42

•

ISR aircraft. While China has historically deployed a modest force of ISR aircraft,43 it has recently started to mass-produce the KJ-500 airborne early warning and control aircraft with an active electronically scanned array radar.44
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•

Ships. On a humbler note, US planners should expect the PRC to deploy lesssophisticated, early warning and surveillance vessels in-depth by keeping their
fishing boats and sea traffic deployed as potentially expendable warning systems and munitions sinks to detect movements of hostile surface warships. The
US Coast Guard (USCG) did something similar on the American East Coast
in the early days of World War II with the Coastal Picket Patrol, composed of
yachts, motorboats, and converted fishing boats.45

Figure 2. The Cloud Shadow high-altitude, long-endurance (HALE) unmanned aerial system. This UAS was unveiled at the
Airshow China 2016 exhibition held in Zhuhai, China.

US leaders cannot assume the air superiority they have largely come to take for
granted since the end of the Cold War. There are at least three reasons for this in
addition to attacks on our bases and aircraft carriers: 1) Beijing is deploying large
numbers of sophisticated combat aircraft; 2) the Chinese are developing extreme
long-range air-to-air missiles, and 3) Chinese forces are deploying a sophisticated
integrated air defense system (IADS). The Chinese Air Force (PLAAF) and Naval
Air Force (PLANAF) possess large numbers of modern fighter aircraft and are
steadily deploying more. The technical sophistication of many or most of these airWinter 2018 | 93
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craft and aircraft weapons may be comparable to American models. US planners
must assume that China will have largely reequipped the PLAAF and PLANAF
with J-10s, J-11s, J-16s, and next-generation J-20s. These are at least roughly
equivalent, if not better than, the United States’ F-15s, F-16s, and F-18s that will
predominate in the USAF, USN, USMC, and allied inventories for the near future. Ominously, this sophistication may include air-to-air missiles (AAM).46 As
part of rebuilding, the Chinese are working to develop extremely long-range
AAMs. The PL-15 may have a maximum range of up to 200 kilometers,47 especially against large nonmaneuvering targets, such as tankers and airborne early
warning and control aircraft (AEW&C). Beijing may be developing an AAM with
a range of up to 400 kilometers.48 Chinese forces are deploying an IADS, based
specifically on modern, long-range surface-to-air missiles (SAM). Once deployed
along the coast, this system has the potential to reach well beyond the PRC’s coastlines. Along with being one of the major buyers of advanced Russian SAMs—including SA-20s49 and S-400s/SA-21s50—China is currently producing at least four
domestic advanced long-range SAMs: the HQ-9 (Chinese-built SA-10),51 the
HHQ-9 (naval version of the HQ-9),52 the HQ-15 (upgraded SA-10),53 and the
HQ-18 (Chinese-built SA-12).54 The PLAAF has claimed the HQ-9 has a range
of 200 kilometers and a speed over Mach 4.55 Beijing is also building the FT-2000
missile system, which uses a modified HQ-9 missile with an antiradar seeker intended to target AEW&C and electronic warfare aircraft.56 Reportedly, this system
can intercept tactical ballistic missiles. Additionally, US planners should note that
the PLAN is steadily deploying modern ships carrying advanced SAMs, including
a class of at least six Type 055 Renhai-class guided missile cruisers, with 112 vertical launch tubes for HHQ-9s each.57 In addition, their Type 052 Luyang II-class
air defense frigates carry 48 HHQ-9 missiles in vertical launch tubes.58 Assuming
that the Chinese can integrate the SAM systems of these ships with the IADS—
admittedly a major assumption—it will potentially extend the reach of the IADS
even further offshore. At least at the tactical level of air combat, US planners
should not assume qualitative superiority in the level of training. The PLAAF is
making a major effort to improve the tactical training of its aircrews.59 Over the
long term, planners should expect this to have an impact on the balance of quality
between aircrews.
Finally, US leaders cannot assume overall technological superiority—the technical sophistication of many Chinese weapons and aircraft may be at least as good as
American counterparts. Further, the Chinese science-and-technology base is sur94 | Journal of Indo-Pacific Affairs
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passing that of America in at least some areas.60 For example, hypersonics is an
area that US planners cannot rule out in the arena of technological surprises. Beyond that, we should remember that even a developing nation could develop and
launch unpleasant technological surprises, as the Japanese did with the Mitsubishi
A6M “Zero” long-range fighter and the Type 93 “Long-Lance” torpedo at the start
of World War II.
Chinese forces have ample potential to cause a very big and very grim war—unfortunately, one with very uncertain prospects for US success. Moreover, US leaders should not expect such a war to end quickly. Even if the Chinese do not risk an
attack as outlined earlier in this article, military power casts a political shadow.
Beijing, with a perception of military superiority, is all too likely to be more assertive and less likely to be deterred in situations short of war, such as a blockade of
Taiwan. The United States may be entering an era in which deterrence of China
may result less from Beijing’s perception of our strength than introspective knowledge of its own weaknesses.

Conclusions and Implications
The strategic situation in the WestPac has changed, and not for the better
for America and its allies. The United States must anticipate further change in the
future. The implications are ominous; clearly, US forces cannot expect to have the
naval, air, and technological superiority they have taken for granted for decades,
and American leaders cannot assume US bases and ships will be sanctuaries.

American and allied strategy, tactics, and deployments need to transform to adapt
to the altered situation. The bottom line is that the United States needs to rebuild its
capability to fight a high-tech war that will only be, at best, one step short of a world
war. Above all, since US planners must assume they will be on the wrong end of the
first salvo, an urgent priority is hardening and defending US bases, facilities, and
ships to survive, fight through, and recover from such an attack. US leaders must
stress survivability in our C4ISR systems. The United States and its allies need to
deploy antiaccess/area denial systems against China. Finally, US forces will need to
be able to wage effective joint operations; long past are the days where each service
can fight independently.

This is not the first time the United States has faced a massive threat to the
survivability and operation of its forward bases and forward-deployed forces. During the Cold War, US bases in the Federal Republic of Germany faced such a
threat from Soviet forces in Eastern Europe and the western Soviet Union.61
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American naval forces faced the threat of massive attack from Soviet air and naval
forces, and our US bases in the ROK have assumed they are vulnerable to attack
for decades. American efforts to counteract these threats relied on a combination
of active and passive defenses and rapid repair and reconstitution. The United
States and its allies need to duplicate these measures at its WestPac bases and, more
selectively, at other facilities in the Pacific or those that support the INDOPACOM.
For decades, American bases in the ROK have operated on the assumption that
they are on the front line.62 The time has come for other bases in the region, ships
in the area, and US regional allies to start thinking of themselves as being in the
forward area. The front line is not just Korea, and US air and naval facilities in the
region should not function as typical peacetime bases.
The possibility of a war in the WestPac today is probably unlikely. However, the
same could be said about the threats of a Soviet attack on Western Europe and a
nuclear attack on the United States during the Cold War. In the interest of prudence, America invested immense resources in preparing against those possibilities.
If the United States wants to remain a power in the Pacific, it will need to repeat
those efforts. JIPA
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